Abstract-Objective -The paper's aim is to explore an efficient statistical arbitrage system.Methods -The paper use moving-window and Regression model to identify the volatility of the relation between two assets. When the relation move beyond normal range which defined by quantile, arbitrage opportunities occur. Result -Residuals from moving-window regression model is very close to normal distribution. Generally the arbitrage system is profitable under different parameters. An instance show the system's total rate of return is 18.9%.Conclusion -The profit curve tend to be flat in recent years. Parameters used in the framework should be changed intelligently, because misprice may be corrected in shorter or longer term than history.
INTRODUCTION
No risk arbitrage opportunity can be said is the dream of many investors, but as long as the market is free ,then the feasible risk-free arbitrage opportunities hard to exist for a long time; And even there is no-risk arbitrage opportunities, the arbitrage profit will be very modest, not enough to engage the risk-free arbitrage become a continuous work; But we can not deny that the market does sometimes exist some profitable arbitrage opportunities, when the market goes wrong.
Statistical arbitrage is a popular trading strategy employed by hedge funds and proprietary trading desk, built on the statistical notion of cointegration to identify profitable trading opportunities. Statistical arbitrage refers to make profit from pricing deviation in a group of assets. Mispricing is based on the combination of a group of time series which have determined linear relationship with each other, and has a mean reversion and finite variance. For instance, if we have a portfolio 1 ,..., n X X ,a statistical mispricing can be considered as a linear combination 12 ( , ,..., )
In the above formula we allow variance 2 t  being dynamic. Vector  actually represents each asset"s weight in the trading portfolios (minus means short selling corresponding assets). To ensure that the mispricing will eventually "disappear", we have to make sure the "portfolio" should be mean reversion. If pricing deviation go beyond our estimation, it will be impossible for us to control the trading risk.
The standard approach to identify statistical mispricing is to run a regression of the values of one asset against the others and test the residuals for meanreversion. There are some tests can be used for this purpose in the econometric literature. The most common used are the Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Perron. Note that the residuals of the regression model represent the mispricing at each time t of 1t X relative to { 2 ,..., t nt X X }. The prediction capability of combination of asset prices tend to be higher the individual. In terms of the ratio of signal and noise, the combination performs better than individual.
Apparently, combination improves the predictable components [9] .After we had a synthetic asset, we should create a model that describes the dynamics of mispricing how errors of different magnitude and sign are correct over time. In order to take advantages of predictability, we should use price forecast method into a dynamic trading strategy. An arbitrage trading system identifies the "turning points" of the mispricing timeseries and takes proper position on the constituent assets when mispricing become exceptionally high. The arbitrage strategy introduced above is not no-risk. The main risk the strategy faced is that the mispricing has the probability of going beyond expectation we estimated based on history. Generally, the weaker the meanreversion the higher the probability of observing adverse movements of the synthetic.
There are some research that have suggested approaches that attempt to take advantage of price discrepancies by taking proper transformations of financial time-series; see. [6] apply intelligent computation methods such as the feedforward neural network for two Indian stocks. See [7, 9] use the idea described above to arbitrage stocks of FTSE 100 Stock Index; [12] for stock index futures and [8] for exchange rate. In [6] Nikos and Nick develop a new arbitrage approach based on popular statistical arbitrage theory, to forecast the volatility of mispricing and established the arbitrage intervals. This paper make some progresses based on research of Nikos and Nick, that we use different length moving window International Conference on Mechatronics, Electronic, Industrial and Control Engineering (MEIC 2014) when we train and trade and also use the latest information in regression model. Without neural network, we built a simpler but more efficient statistical arbitrage framework which compute less when trading and so has high trading speed which is especially important in high frequency trading and also when the price move fast in the market. We calculate the variance of 1000 history samples of mispricing as the variance of mispricing distribution.
The structure of this paper as follows: We describe the data we used in Chapter II. In chapter III we explain the components of the mispricing we made and also the statistical characteristic of it. In chapter IV we give the exactly process to establish MW-regression model and how to use it to forecast the volatility of mispricing in the future. We introduce a trading system which trade based on low frequency data in chapter V. In chapter VI we discuss our conclusion and the direction of future research.
II. SAMPLE DATA
This paper selects the price data of Ping An Bank and SPD Bank in Shenzhen Stock Exchange and Shanghai Stock Exchange respectively. The reasons why we chose those two stocks are as follows:
 These two stocks have very long history in Chinese stocks market. We can use them to test the long term stability of the arbitrage framework this paper introduced.  These two stocks have a strong complementarity in the market , so as their prices correlation. In terms of property of mean reverting, the synthetic spreads of these two assets will have a better performance.  Contrast to Europe and the United State, China is an emerging market which is easily influenced by external fluctuation. It will be not efficient if we use some strategy that we used in mature market to arbitrage in such market. So this paper intend to develop a new arbitrage framework that can be used in emerging market like China.
III. IDENTIFYING STATISTICAL MISPRICINGS Ping An and SPD are two of the biggest market value bank. We used forward answer authotity price of these two stocks to generate a synthetic asset which actually is the mispricing. Fig .1 shows daily closing price of Ping An and SPD from November 10,1999 to October 28,2014. Table I shows the correlation coefficients between some stocks. As we can see that Ping An and SPD have a relatively high correlation with each other. As a first attempt to construct a synthetic asset, we ran a regression of SPD against Ping An, hence forth 2 X and 1 X respectively, over all the observations and we then got the residuals (which can be considered as mispricing) of the regression model. The resulting series is depicted in Fig .2 and Fig .3 . Observe that the synthetic asset is weakly mean-reverting. But the PP test reject the hypothesis of the residuals is non-stationary( with pvalue=0.01), while normal test reject the hypothesis of the residuals is normal distribution(with P value<2.2e-16). It implies that although the pair of stocks have strong correlation ship, the statistic regression model between them is not stable over time. In order to control the non-mean reverting of the synthetic asset, we adopt an dynamic transformation scheme in which the coefficients of the linear combination are periodically re-calculated. In particular, we define the mispcing as
Where t  , t  are estimated on the basis of a window of length W. In [6] , Nikos and Nick provide an approach which is slightly different from linear regression. It defines  as the mean price ratio between the two stocks over the specified window and subsequently choose  so as to minimize the total variation of t Z within the window,i.e. 2 1
This procedure has been experimentally found to give more reasonable estimates of the synthetic vector that also show more stability over time. In Fig .4 we show the syntetic time series resulting from training window with length 50 and trade window with length 30. In detail , we use the past 50 sample observations to ran regression model to estimate the coefficients of the regression model, then we use the coefficients on the next 30 sample observations to get mispricing. Now we can see that the mispricing is fitting normal curve better than Fig .3 .  Constructing a "synthetic asset" . Synthetics are calculated for various sampling frequencies.  Forecast the mispricing volatility's range.  Implementing a trading system to exploit the predictable component of mispricing dynamics. The trading strategy is roughly as follows: buy (long) the synthetic asset if quantile on the value of the mispricing 1steps ahead. In our approach the confidence interval is a decision variable, which has to be adjusted so that profit is maximized. With principal of 2553.2, the total rate of return is 18.9%. Under given confidence level, performance of this system rely on the length of training window and trading window selected. Fig .6 shows how profits is changed by different combination of training and trading window under 0.1 confidence level.
Distribution of Mispricing
In Fig .7 shows the performance of arbitrage trading strategies by varying the confidence level . Observe that as the interval gets narrower( confidence level increased) the net accumulated profit becomes higher at first but then fluctuate and decreases as the costs become higher while the trading time increase. Fig .8 shows a trading instances of a system with bounds set at 10% confidence. 
V. DISCUSSION -FURTHER RESEARCH
This paper introduced a new computational intelligent framework for detecting and exploiting statistical arbitrage opportunities in a group of assets. Experiments show that there are great profits especially in the Chinese stocks market, so that the frame has good application significance. Unlike other intelligent approaches, we do not focus on point forecasts but on the volatility to estimate the fluctuation range in a certain probability of the future.
In this paper, the results show that the system have a good performance in mining arbitrage opportunities and profitability. Actually, there are still many problems in actual application. The profitability of these trades in a real market environment is still questionable given the various trading costs and market "frictions". At present, we conducting further research on the tuning of the parameters of our trading system, and applying this arbitrage system on high frequency trading.
